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Senior history major Anders Helquist engages in dialogue with students from Oxford University. On Thursday, Taylor and Oxford students discussed U.S.






On Thursday, a group of Taylor stu-
dents met Oxford University stu-
dents face to face via video screen
to engage in political discussion
about U.S. foreign policies. 
The theme of the video confer-
ence was unilateralism, which is the
tendency of a nation to conduct its
foreign affairs individualistically
with minimal consultation from
other nations. 
Students met in room 101 of the
Rupp Communications building
at 9:30a.m. for the 60-minute
video conference. The dialogue
opened with two brief presentations
from each university about
American power and global securi-
ty.  Seniors Jenni Shanebrook and
Anders Helquist made Taylor’s
presentations. Then moderators
Dave Watson from Taylor and
Kathryn Bach from Oxford opened
the floor for student questions
and comments. 
Students discussed political issues
surrounding the concept of unilater-
alism including the performance of
the United Nations Security
Council and America's involve-
ment in Iraq. 
Both sides voiced strong opinions.
“America  has  a  lack  of  respect
for the world,” said one Oxford stu-
dent. “[Iraq] is being pulled apart.”
“When does it become pertinent
for a country to act unilaterally due
to the [inaction] of the U.N.?”
responded Dave Watson. 
“I   believe   George   Bush   went
into Iraq because he had an
Augustinian mindset [of preemp-
tion],” said senior Jill Vande Zande.   
“I  am  not  opposed  to preemp-
tion, but I am opposed to preven-
tion,” said junior Mekael Teshome.
“The difference between [the two]
has been blurred.”             
At  the  conclusion  of  the  video
conference many students
expressed interest in more political
dialogue with foreign countries.
“[The discussion] was very help-
ful,” Teshome said. "It allowed us
to see how other people in other
parts of the world feel [and gave us]
a different perspective.” 
Political   science   professor Dr.
Stephen Hoffmann also expressed
his desire for more video confer-
encing in the future. He said that the
students seemed “more concerned
to make statements than [engage]
in a spirit of inquiry,” and had the
discussion lasted longer, students
may have talked more about how to
resolve issues than merely stating
their opinion.   
Thursday’s video conference was
one in a series of ten dialogues held
in universities across the nation.
These conferences are sponsored
by “Face to Face,” an organization
dedicated to engaging America’s







Jennifer Lewis, known and loved
by the many Taylor students who
have participated in the Irish
Studies Program, will be visiting
the campus Oct. 25-29. 
Lewis will speak in several class-
es about spending a semester in
Ireland, as well as to Taylor women
on Tuesday, Oct. 26, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall.  
Lewis teaches the course “Living
Cross-Culturally” for Taylor’s Irish
Studies Program. She also oversees
the Studies program and is certified
in Christian counseling. 
Lewis and her husband Des have
developed a charitable organization
GRA, which means “love” in Irish,
to minister to post-Communist
Romania. GRA is a part of the
evangelical relief agency.  
They started an orphanage in the
village of Tiur, and are currently
developing a women’s clinic. The
orphanage is named “Usa
Sperantei,” which means “Door
of Hope.” 
logue with foreign college students
about U.S. foreign policies and
other political issues. 
“Nothing could  be more impor-
tant at this critical moment in trans-
Atlantic relations than that the
younger generation on both sides of
the Atlantic should talk face to
face,” said Timothy Garton Ash,
chair of the European Face to
Face dialogues. 
Face to Face is part of a larger
organization called “The People
Speak” sponsored by the United
Nations Foundation, the Open
Society Institute, the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund, Americans for
Informed Democracy and other
partners. For more information on
these organizations, see facetoface-
dialogue.org, aidemocracy.org and
thepeoplespeak.org. 
Last Saturday, Taylor’s chapter of
Habitat for Humanity painted a
building and pulled weeds through-
out the day for the first event of
the year.
Twelve students drove to Fort
Wayne to work on a building
Habitat for Humanity owns.
Anyone can donate household
items such as cabinets and doors to
this warehouse. Habitat then re-
sells the items to people for a lower
price than department stores.  
“It’s   sort   of   like   a   Goodwill
and all of the money goes back
to Habitat,” said co-director
Karen Wagner.
The   group   painted   the   inside
of the new warehouse and also
worked in the yard outside. 
“I really enjoyed working out-
side,” freshman Catherine Hecker
said. “It was good to work on a
team and make progress together.” 
Hecker cleared away bushes and
trees outside of the building with
her team. 
Wagner  said  this  is  a  great  way
for students to get involved
“beyond Taylor.” 
“We can help in a small way with
a problem so big,” she said.  
Construction managers are at
every Habitat building site to
instruct student workers, so it does
not matter whether a person is tal-
ented working with their hands or
not, Wagner said. 
“I’m not even really a construc-
tion person,” she said. 
There  are  also  other   ministry
opportunities a person can find
when working through Habitat.
Many times, families who will
receive the houses work beside the
other volunteers. So, volunteers can
minister to these people while they
are serving. 
In October, Habitat plans to work
on a house in Upland. It will be
helping to make a home on the cor-
ner of Taylor and Main Street
wheelchair accessible. The house
needs a new roof as well as a new
floor and kitchen cabinets. If there
is time, the group would also like to
paint the walls and add a deck and
a ramp.
The  renovations  will  occur  on
Oct. 30 and Nov. 6. Junior Melissa
Munn, from the Principles of
Management class, said the group
hopes to work on the roof first. 
“Weather permitting, we’d like to
get the old roof off and the new one
on in one day,” she said. “We’d like
about 100 Taylor students to help so
that we could get a lot more done.”  
A representative  from  the
Affordable Housing Corp. bought
the house to fix, and the Principles
of Management class, along with
Habitat, is helping to organize
the renovations. 
Junior Dustin Vannoy, a Habitat
cabinet member, said they will
announce other events through
My.Taylor’s announcement board
and also through campus e-mail. 
If  students  have  questions  or
would like to be on Taylor's Habitat
chapter’s e-mail list, they can stop
by the TWO office in the student
union or e-mail co-directors Karen
Wagner and Corrie Goshert.  
TU takes Habitat trip to Fort Wayne
Photo provided by Karen Wagner
Freshman roommates Sharde Armstrong and Rachel Reichenberger paint with Hannah, a high school student from
Fort Wayne, during a Habitat for Humanity work day Saturday.  
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Internet not working? Here’s why
Internet is a way of life at Taylor.
Homework is accomplished online
while students rarely use pen
and paper. So when the Internet
goes down, frustration builds
among students.
“It’s  really  frustrating  when  the
Internet goes down,” said senior
Lauren Siefer.  “Sometimes you
have to do an assignment online for
class, and you just have to wait
because [the Internet] won't work.”
The  problem  began  during  the
week of Sept. 20. Websense, the
program used to filter the Internet,
crashed. This caused the Internet
server that controls access to exter-
nal web pages to go down resulting
in no external Web access for the
campus, according to Alan Ours,
director of Information Technology
and security.
Websense requires each connec-
tion outside of Taylor to be verified
by checking your user name and
password against another server.
This server is the main cause of the
problem, according to Ours. 
“It  is  disheartening  when  [the
server] asks me to log in for a sec-
ond time because then I know that
I'm not going to get on [the
Internet],” said senior Emily
Gilbert. “There’s [also] been a
noticeable difference between this
year and last. The Internet is slower
and less consistent.” 
Every time the server goes down,
it needs to be reset manually or by
remote in order for the Internet to
resume function.
Members  of  TU’s  Informational
Technology are working with
Microsoft to solve the problem.
“We are working with Microsoft
to determine the cause,” Ours said.
“Once we know the cause, we will
be able to fix the problem.” 
Once we know the cause, we will be
able to fix the problem.
Alan Ours, director of IT
Mark Cahill spoke to the Taylor community this last weekend
about witnessing any opportunity God gives you. 
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Senior Alice Hwang and Sophomore Katie Max enjoy walking through the night during Friday’s
Relay for Life. Cancer has affected both ladies’ lives through friends and family.
Mark Cahill challenged the Taylor
Community last weekend. 
“Every second two people
die…Do you care? More impor-
tantly, do you care enough to do
something about it?”
Cahill repeated these words mul-
tiple times to Taylor students who
attended sessions last weekend.
Cahill, author of One Thing You
Can't Do in Heaven, snapped his
fingers while time passed to empha-
size his point.
“I first heard about Mark during
the TWO Spring break trip to
Daytona Beach.  While we had
downtime atnight, some of the [oth-
ers] were reading Mark's book and
raved about it,” said Junior DJ
Horton. “I read it when we returned
and couldn't resist looking into get-
ting him to come.”
During  two  sessions  on  Friday
and a third on Saturday morning,
Cahill challenged Taylor students to
know what they believe and to
share the saving knowledge of
Christ with those they encounter.
“Hearing  Mark’s  seminars  not
only showed me that I wasn’t put-
ting forth a true effort to do Christ’s
Photo by Matt Wissman
With every passing year, the X-
games have become a part of
Taylor tradition. 
Sports such as kickball, Frisbee
golf, roller hockey and beach vol-
leyball showed up on campus this
week, breaking the trend of normal
intramural sports.
The X-games provided an oppor-
tunity for students to get involved
on campus by playing sports that
are a little out of the ordinary.
“The   X-games   really   help   to
bring out ‘niche people’ and get
them involved in the community,”
said Steve Austin, director of stu-
dent programs. 
There is one sport a night during
X-games week. On Tuesday night
there was “intense competition” on
the volleyball courts, according to
junior Abby Baldwin. 
Volleyball teams played either six
on six or two on two. Students
formed their own teams regardless
of the sport by signing up in the DC
or by email the week before the
games started. The six on six vol-
leyball teams needed to include two
girls per team. This resulted in nine
six on six volleyball teams and ten
two on two volleyball teams. 
“I really like to play volleyball,”
said junior Rachel Clemens, who
was a part of the winning six on
six volleyball team. “A group of
us usually play a lot, especially
over J-term, and so we put a
team together.”
Due  to  poor  weather  on
Wednesday night, the roller hockey
tournament was rescheduled for
Monday. Frisbee golf happened on
Thursday night, and kickball will be
played Friday night.
“I have [played hockey] the past
couple of years and have had a good
time,” said junior Jason Redelman.
“We  are  hoping  to  win  it  this
year. It is just nice that one time  we
get to play hockey because it pro-
work, but they also showed me how
and where to start doing his work,”
said freshman Sara Leggett.
Students looking for an opportu-
nity to take Cahill’s challenge
have a chance to do so every week.
Every Friday night a group of stu-
dents meets at 7:00 p.m. in the
Stuart Room and goes to Ball State
to witness.
“It was encouraging how the Lord
uses you when your heart is will-
ing,” said junior Greg Matney, who
traveled to Ball State last weekend.
Cahill preached the difference
between caring and caring enough
to act.  His message brought my
heart for the lost into practice by
going down to Ball State and wit-
nessing with dozens of believers.”
According to his web site, Cahill
travels the country with two purpos-
es. First, he witnesses to as many
people as he can wherever he goes.
Second, he speaks to groups of
believers in order to better equip
them to share their faith with others.
For a copy of Cahill's book, One
Thing You Can't Do in Heaven, or
to find out more about his ministry,
visit markcahill.org.
For   more   information   on   the
Ball State ministry, e-mail
ashley_gale@tayloru.edu. 
X-Games break from norm
vides something we normally are
not a part of.”
Each sport is played on 
a single elimination basis. 
“If you lose, you go home,” 
said junior Nate Clark, SAC
vice-president. 
Those who win the tourn-
ament receive a black 
X-Games shirt. Stu-
dents who do not 
win can still buy 














Speaker addresses creation issues
On Monday, Dr. Russell
Humphreys of the Institute for
Creation Research in California pre-
sented proofs that the earth was cre-
ated in six days. 
The talk attracted a diverse audi-
ence of about 100 people for a vari-
ety of different reasons. 
“[I’m  here  for]  extra  credit  for
my geology class; but that’s not the
only reason,” said freshman Kyle
King.   “I've always been interested
in [the] origins [of the universe].”
The presentation explained argu-
ments for the theory of an “old
world” then showed how scientific
evidence today seems to contradict
those proofs.
The “old world” theory claims
that the universe is billions of years
old. 
In  his  presentation,  he  claimed
the world was only thousands of
years old. 
Humphreys  covered  scientific
and theological fields in his presen-
tation including astrophysics, geolo-
gy, environmental science and
Biblical references. 
“Scientific evidence heavily
favors a young world,” he said.
“You can trust the Biblical time-
line.”
He also addressed those who use
the Bible as a means to disprove six-
day creationism.
“[It was] very informative. I'd
never seen [this information] pre-
sented that conclusively,” said
freshman Nathan McCauley.
Humphreys’ interest in science
stems from his childhood. Since
both his parents were chemists, sci-
ence fascinated him from an early
age, he said.
However,    his    passion    in    the
origin of the universe came later in
life. Upon becoming a believer, he
began searching through the
“incongruence of scripture to scien-
tific theory,” he said in his lecture.
Humphreys’ search for answers
brought him through years of learn-
ing and research to the Institute for
Creation Research.
The Institute is an organization
“devoted to research, publication
and teaching in those fields of
science particularly relevant to
the study of origins,” according to




Photo by Alisse Goldsmith 
Dr. Russell Humphreys lectured and presented Powerpoint slides
to students about his belief in a six-day creation theory. 
Students walk for cancer research
“This work in Romania is an inte-
gral part of her life,” said Dr. Vance
Maloney, psychology professor and
director of the Irish Studies
Program.  
Lewis is also a friend to many
Taylor students. 
“When  we  were  in  Ireland,  it
never felt as though Jennifer was
our teacher in any way,” said junior
Ryan Lane, who studied in Ireland
in fall 2003. “Everything that we
from page 1
Ireland 
Senior Matt Hirsch   
proves his Frisbee 
golf skills Thursday 
in   Taylor's  annual 
X-games. The
games gives students
an opportunity to         
participate in other 
athletics not 
offered in          
intramurals.
learned from her was through her
example and the wonderful discus-
sions that we had in ‘class.’”  
Senior  Kristi  Vibber,  a member
of the spring 2003 Ireland group,
echoes Lane’s praises.  
“She challenged me to grow not
only as a part of the group in the
Ireland experience, but also as an
individual [and] as a child of God,”
she said. “I saw her in January,
almost a year after I’d seen her, and
it was like no time had passed. She
remembered so much of my life
and what I’d been dealing with and
caught up on that.”
Photo by Amy Wood
Wake up and smell The Grille





Packages include the "Birthday
Surprise" which is a 10-inch cook-
ie of your choice decorated with a
birthday message, the "Coffee
Break" which includes an assort-
ment of muffins and General Mills
International Coffee or hot choco-
late and the "Study Break" which
includes a 16-inch pizza, a six pack
of 24 oz. soda bottles and a bag
of snack mix to be delivered to
your dorm the Monday evening of
finals week. 
“It’s nice to know that someone’s
been thinking about you,” said sen-
ior Allison Gill, who has received
care packages.
These packages and several more
are a great way to surprise your
friends. Or you can drop a hint
about them to your parents and
come across your own treat.
“They’re delicious,” junior Melissa
Munn said.
So, the next time you are looking
for a change in your usual routine,
stop by The Grille. You may be
pleasantly surprised at what you
find there.
Imagine for just a moment  that one
day you couldn't find something
you wanted to eat at the beloved
DC… Or that you got hungry and
the DC was not open…
Imagine there was somewhere
you could go to get a cheeseburg-
er, a bag of chips, a huge blueber-
ry muffin or even a cookie in      the
mid-afternoon…
Imagine no more, because The
Grille, located in the Student Union,
has all those things            and more.
"I'm afraid that so many of the
underclassmen think The Grille is
just a club for seniors," said Grille
Manager Penny Milholland. 
"It's not. Anyone can come here
anytime and get something to eat.
Seniors just have the privilege of
using their student ID cards."
The Grille frequently hosts spe-
cial promotions with games and
prizes. During the previous pro-
motions, sophomore Jessamy
Lyons won a portable DVD play-
er for buying a General Mills
product and correctly answering a
trivia question. 
In an upcoming promotion, The
Grille will give away a digital
camera and a printer as a prize
from California Cheese.
Dot's Diner is an event that takes
place about once a semester. At the
Diner, The Grille becomes a sit-
down restaurant with menus and
servers who come to take your
order. In the past, karaoke was a
highlight of the evening. 
“The menu was different from
normal ... instead of having to
go through a line, you took a seat
and were served,” said senior
Hannah Strader. “It was fun to eat
with friends and to give your order
to workers.”
This semester, Dot's Diner will
take place on Nov. 12.
One of the little known aspects
of The Grille is that special orders
and care packages are available to
anyone. The Grille takes orders
for cookies and muffins for special
events such as concerts or meet-
ings or just for fun. 
There are lists of care packages
available at Penny's office in the
Union or on the TU Parent's
F e a t u r e s
those who need them.
"Sometimes it's hard to see what
your work is doing," Shea
said. "But what's cool about it is
that  the one pair of glasses [you
sorted] might be the only pair some-
one needs." 
"It's a very practical way to help a
ton of people," said sophomore
Austin Beer. 
Beer, who helps at the center at
least once a week, also went on last
year's Lions Club spring break trip
to Mexico. 
"It was a good chance to know
that I'm able to help people with
something so important,” Beer
said. "The coolest part was when-
ever you got the chance to put
glasses on someone."
The Lions are also planning
another spring break trip to
Mexico this year.
The Taylor Lions Club is one of
the first chartered college clubs. It
was officially adopted by
Community Outreach in October
2003. There are about 15 Taylor stu-
dents who are actual members.
"We encourage people to become
members because they have Lions
Clubs everywhere," said Shea.
"You can be involved until you die."
She also said it is a good chance
to meet a variety of people and net-
work. The Taylor branch helps out
at other Lions functions like the
Matthews' Covered Bridge Festival
and Upland Labor  Day celebration.
“It’s a lot of fun,” Shea said.
Taylor Lions Club
shares more than eyesight 
Who’s Who at The Grille
Penny Milholland... Susan Malone... Jackie Jackson...
has been at The Grille for 22-years.
She is The Grille Manager and
supervises employees as well as all
Grille operations.
has worked at The Grille for 12-
years and is considered to be one
of the best sandwich makers in all
of Indiana.
has served at The Grille for 6-
years and is the cook in charge
of preparing the nearly 1,500
meals The Grille serves weekly.
Cindy McWhirt... Karen Greer... Martha Rennaker...
has been with The Grille for 10-
years and as the baker, she daily
prepares fresh baked goods,
including the famous Grille
cookies
has worked at The Grille for 2-
years and always makes sure the
salad bar is stocked with the fresh-
est assortment of ingredients.
BY ELIZABETH DIFFIN
FEATURES EDITOR
When most people think of the
Lions Club, they picture senior citi-
zens doing community service. But
the Taylor University Lions are
working to prove that young people
can serve, too.
"The Lions Club is one of the
largest service organizations in the
world," said Club President Lauren
Shea. "But they need young, fresh
blood to help them out."
The Lions Club was established
to "serve the world with sight,”
according to Shea. People through-
out the country donate old glasses
that are then sorted, cleaned, and
given to people who need them.
Surprisingly, the largest Lions Club
distribution center happens to be
right here in Upland, Ind. At any
given point, the center holds a cou-
ple of million eyeglasses.
The Taylor club works at  the
warehouse two nights a week for
a couple of hours. They primarily
help John Clester and his
wife, Arlene, who run the distribu-
tion center. 
The Lions sort the glasses, divid-
ing sunglasses, metal frames and
plastic frames. In any given night,
they sort through a couple of
thousand glasses. 
At other times, they load up boxes
to be shipped to various parts of the
world. Lions Clubs  frequently go on
missions and    distribute glasses to
“We’re looking to do more outreach
in the local community.”
The Lions Club in Matthews
sponsors the Taylor club and has
been a big support. They also gave
the Taylor students some money to
get their club started.
Even if you aren't able to join the
club, the Lions would love to have
your hands to sort glasses.  It is also
a good opportunity for anyone who
is looking for community service or
a more flexible ministry.
"Two hours of sorting is a lot less
work for John," said Shea. "We'll
take any help we can get."
"You can be involved as  much
or as little as  you want to  be,"
Beer said. 
Shea and Beer also explained that
the Taylor Lions Club emphasizes
sharing Christ's love.
"It's been really awesome to see
how this is a ministry," Shea said.
"We may not be giving them Bibles,
but we're giving them sight so they
can maybe read the Bible. It may
not seem like a lot, but it does help."
TU maintenance man suits up to protect Upland
The mission of The Echo is to fairly and without bias represent the
views of diverse voices on Taylor University’s campus and to be a
vehicle of accurate and pertinent information to the student body,
faculty and staff.  The Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters
healthy discussion about relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for
change on our campus.  
The Echo has been published weekly since 1915, except for January
term, exam week and school holidays and is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press
Association.  
The Echo is printed by the Marion Chronicle-Tribune in Marion,
Ind.  Offices are located in the Rupp Communication Arts Building.
All letters, questions or comments may be addressed to:
The Echo
236 W. Reade Ave.
Upland, IN  46989-1001
(765) 998-5359
echo@tayloru.edu
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Growing up near Hartford City,
Ind., Tim Mannix never wanted to
be a firefighter.  
"Actually, I always wanted to be
a policeman," Mannix said. "There
is definitely a need for firefighters
here in Upland, and I have the skills
they need and can help out."
Mannix has worked for Taylor
University since 1986, and in
addition to other staff members,
gives his time and energy to
the Upland community. Last
November, Mannix began volun-
teering as a firefighter at the Upland
Fire Department.
"I work for the Upland Fire
Department because they came
looking for me.  They were short on
help during the daytime, so they
came and asked me," he said.
As a maintenance mechanic at
Taylor, Mannix takes care of
Zondervan Library and Gerig Hall.
His pager is always on, however,
and if a call comes from the fire
department, he must respond. 
"Sometimes the call comes at an
inconvenient time, but my bosses
here at Taylor are very supportive,"
Mannix said. "If I didn't get the sup-
port from Ron Sutherland, I could-
n't do this."
Mannix is on call during the day
has been The Grille cashier for 3-
years and greets every customer
with a smile.
and usually goes on an average of
six runs per month. 
"A lot of people leave Upland
during the day to go to work,   they
really needed people to help them
out," he said.  "Even if there's a run
at night, or on the weekend,    if I can
make it, I'll come in and help out -
they need all the help they can get."
There are approximately 30 vol-
unteers at the station, and they are
required to attend training sessions
and meetings every other Wednes-
day night. They also participate in
other activities such as fundraisers
and parades.
"There's never-ending training,"
Mannix said. "There's so much to
learn, and we really do need to learn
it because it's the stuff that's going to
save lives."
Mannix now knows that being a
firefighter involves much more than
people realize. 
"We have to worry about things
like hazardous chemicals, terrorists,
hate crimes - it didn't used to be that
way, but because those things have
happened, we have to worry about
them now."
Mannix, who was the September
recipient of the Going the Extra
Mile (GEM) award, views his
experiences with the fire depart-
ment as   a service.  According to
him, firefighters aren't in it for the
glamour - they do it out of compas-
sion for the community.
Tim Mannix is a maintenance mechanic at Taylor and also volunteers at
Upland Fire Department. When he is working on campus, he is also on call
for anything fire-related that might come up in town. 
BY LAURA LAWSON
STAFF WRITER
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Grille employees Cindy McWhirt and Jackie Jackson prepare for a busy day of serving at Taylor. The Grille is an
alternative to eating at the DC and also hosts special events throughout the year.
Photos by Amy Wood
“The one pair of
glasses [you sorted]




For more information on the
Lions’ Club, email
tulions@hotmail.com
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“Men are often false to their country and their honor, false to duty and even to their
interest, but multitudes of men are never long false or deaf to their passions.”
Fisher Ames
Letter to the Editor
Letter to the Editor
Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be received by 6 p.m. on Wednesday
and be 425 words or less in order to be published in the com-
ing Friday’s issue. Letters should include daytime telephone and
signature. Write us from off-campus at: The Echo, Taylor
University, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-1001. On-
campus at: The Echo, Rupp Communications Building, or
via e-mail: echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor do not necessarily rep-
resent The Echo or its staff or Taylor University.
While at Taylor, risk showing more zeal
“For the zeal of your house has
eaten me up ...” John 2:17
Last weekend when MarkCahill came to Taylor,many of us attended the
Friday chapel service he spoke
in, and then later streamed back
into Rediger auditorium for
another session late that after-
noon. Saturday morning came,
and many of us rolled out of
bed earlier than usual to hurry
again to the chapel.
If you remember the words
he spoke in between the snaps
of his fingers, Mark strode back
and forth as he asked us two
important questions over and
over. First, do we care about
the lost? and second, do we
care enough to do something
about it?
Both times I said “yes.”
Maybe you did, too. But what
does that mean for me, and what
about other questions like Mark’s
that I haven't answered yet?
Like questions, for example,
about zeal. The gospel of John
tells us that when Jesus found
people buying and selling in
the temple and changing
money there, he made a whip
and “drove them all out of the
temple, and the sheep, and the
oxen; and poured out the
changers’ money, and over-
threw the tables ...” (2:15b,
KJV). When the disciples saw
what Jesus did, they recalled
the scripture, “The zeal of thine
house hath eaten me up”
(2:17b, KJV).
If I were a disciple there with
Jesus, I wonder what I would
have thought about Him and
His zeal. Would I have turned
away, muttering and clucking
to myself that Jesus had upset
all the social norms, made the
priests mad and alienated
potential converts for the king-
dom? More significantly, I
have to ask if my zeal for
Christ is less than what it is
really supposed to be. 
Answering the hard questions
always seems to get sticky
where words and beliefs meet
real life. Do you have any sto-
ries about evangelism where
you tried to tell someone about
Jesus and the whole thing
seemed to crash, or where
you tried to respond to an
event with “righteous zeal” and
felt foolish?
Even something as simple as
being honest in relationships
can get complicated for me,
and that’s just everyday stuff
we’re supposed to be working
on as believers. Messy as it can
get, however, I do think we
need to try, despite our weak-
nesses. Trying is a way we
grow. Couldn’t we, or should-
n’t we, try to share the gospel
when we go out to eat, when
we go to Wal-Mart, or while
walking Fido down the street? 
And back to the question of
zeal, why don’t we stand up
and proclaim the gospel more
often? Why don’t we see more
climbing on chairs, or tables, to
testify to Jesus, even rallying
each other to love Him more?
Personally, I do have a lot more
fear and trepidation about
something like that than I do
about standing up and doing
the Arkansas Razorback’s “hog
call” in the DC. 
Far from sharing the gospel
or standing on tables, however,
I have to face up to everyday
reality: sometimes I don’t even
get the basic, “easy” stuff
straight. For example, I’ve run
out of chapel on a hard day and
tripped in the aisle over a back-
pack (that was lovely!). More
than once I’ve worn a hat with
a floppy disk stuck in the top of
it, making a little square shape
on my head (how attractive!). I
have helped my roommate
search for her flip flips, only to
discover that I was actually
wearing them while we were
looking (surprise!).
Add to that falling asleep in
devotions at times, or forget-
ting about a small group meet-
ing. When I’m not brave
enough to risk finding all the
answers to my questions, per-
haps I’ll just be trying to keep
life at a dull roar.  
But maybe you could join me
in asking, “Why?” Why don’t I,
and why don’t you, and is that
okay? One thing I love about
Taylor is that it is a safe envi-
ronment to try, grow and risk.
Perhaps we can do some of that
together, even if I trip over a




Why don’t we stand
up and proclaim the
gospel more often?
Why don’t we see
more climbing on
chairs, or tables, to
testify Jesus, even
rallying each other
to love Him more?
Ihad an orchestra teach-er in high school whowas frustrated by how
timidly we played our
instruments. She used to
tell us to play louder and
louder until we saw her
motioning us to be quiet. If
no hand went up, we were
playing too softly.
Our generation is behav-
ing like God is giving us a “quiet” signal. We
avoid heated debates. We don’t talk about issues
where opinions might be divided. If we do, the
discussion tends to trail off as soon people start
disagreeing. “Well, I guess we’ll never know ...”
is the general attitude.
We’re sick of divisions in Christ’s body. We’re
tired of churches dividing into denominations.
According to the World Christian Encyclopedia,
there are over 30,000 Christian denominations in
the world. For years Christians have fought over
church policies and the meanings of Bible pas-
sages. Aren’t we supposed to be unified?
So to solve the divisions, we’ve stopped talk-
ing about the issues. We read passages like 1
Corinthians 1:10 exhorting us to have no divi-
sions, and think God is waving his hand at us to
quiet down.
But he’s not, because we aren’t making any
noise. When someone says “Calvinism and
Arminianism,” we wonder why they’re bringing
up such a tired subject. We think the best way to
be unified as Christians is to suspend judgment
on such issues.
That’s not unity; it’s not knowing what you
believe. It’s the same kind of unity you have with
a non-Christian if you never bring up the topic of
Jesus Christ.
Real unity is actually harder than that: it
means loving others despite disagreements.
Disagreements are healthy — “Iron sharpens
iron, so one man sharpens another” (Proverbs
27:17).
Discussions don’t end when a disagreement
shows up; that’s where the discussion properly
begins. That is the moment when it becomes nec-
essary to discover the truth.
But perhaps we underestimate the value of
truth. Some of us think the answers to tricky
Bible questions are about as valuable as the pen-
nies one passes on the sidewalk without stooping
over to pick them up. Sure, if you have a whole
jar of them you might end up with a couple dol-
lars, but it’s not really worth the effort.
Not so: truth is what we build our lives on.
Deciding between egalitarianism and comple-
mentarianism will greatly influence our future
marriages. The more we understand the Bible,
the more we’ll know how to pray, how to live,
how to share our faith.
Truth is more like a million-dollar bill packed
in a crate with a lot of fake money. We’ve been
throwing away the whole crate, with a million
dollars inside, just because we don’t feel like
sorting through all that fake cash.
I wish this orchestra was playing too loud. I
wish God had to wave his hands at us and tell us
to be still. Because that would mean we were
grappling with issues, examining the Scriptures
and discussing with each other what to believe. 
Play louder. Disagree. Keep talking, because
we’ve got a while to go before God raises
his hand.
Why professors aren’t looking forward to the Thursday before fall break.
BY EMILY KIEFER
New perspective on file sharing: Art
belongs in the public domain
In the discussion of file shar-ing policies and legal copy-
right issues, the two sides that
naturally form can usually be
categorized into the “it’s ille-
gal” argument versus the
“yeah, but I really like it” argu-
ment. I don’t think anything
needs to be said about which of
these sides is morally superior;
I would hope that you could
figure that out.
Before we assume that these
alternatives are the only possi-
bilities, it’s important to consider
the assumptions they’re based
on. I think that there’s a clear
assumption of a market-capital-
ist system which, in my opin-
ion, is where the problem lies.  
In 1999, the government of
Bolivia privatized the water
system of the city of
Cochabamba. Ownership and
control of water rights was
handed over to a private sub-
sidiary of an American firm.
The water rates skyrocketed
and people were forced to pay
for any water in the city,
including water from their own
wells. The government even
prohibited the collection of
rainwater! According to the
Bolivian government, all the
water in the region was a mar-
ketable asset of the corporation
and any collecting, selling, or
drinking without their receiv-
ing payment was illegal.
The common arguments of
the impoverished Bolivians
looking for a drink probably
ran along the lines of the old
“it's illegal” argument versus
the “yeah, but I'm really
thirsty” argument.  
The parallel to the issue of
file sharing is based on recog-
nizing art as intrinsically in the
public domain, an asset of
humanity as a whole instead of
a specific rights-holder. While
this may seem revolutionary in
the music industry, we wouldn’t
bat an eye at the prospect of
looking at paintings in galleries
for free, reading books in the
public library without charge,
or, without paying a cent, hearing
a poem and scribbling it down
on the back of a scrap of paper.
In a world that is increasing-
ly focused on profit margins
and income statements, where
someone is trying to make a
buck on anything that can con-
ceivably be bought or sold —
skylines, national parks, rain-
water, or catchphrases, I think
we need to recognize that file
sharing is illegal, but only with
regards to an ownership ideolo-
gy that is fundamentally corrupt.
Art is not a commodity. Lead
guitarists are not small busi-
ness managers. Music is an
expression of the soul and
should be created, enjoyed and
appreciated without a price tag.
As students at Taylor we need
to respect the policies the
school has set for its network,
but I think we can still be ideal-
istic revolutionaries-at-heart
until our post-Websense days.
By Joe Ringenberg
‘Republican’ not synonymous with ‘ignorant’
In response to the recent letterto the editor published in The
Echo, I offer mere retorts to
some of the things said. So
allow me to make this as sim-
ple as possible.
Item #1) A problem exists on
this campus that is causing the
world to perceive us as people
who support a political party
based solely on the fact that we
are “born-again Christians.”
When did calling yourself a
Christian become equivalent to
supporting the Republican
Party? — Tara Bender and
Brittany Harty.
I agree in some respects to
this statement. But is it really
that much of a faulty presump-
tion? Granted it’s not against
J.C. to be a Democrat (if you
want to be technical, Jesus did
stroll up on a donkey (political
affiliation?); but I just don’t
feel that far-fetched to attach
Republicanism to Christianity.
I’m not saying once you
become “a new creation in
Christ” your political agenda
follows suit, but I am saying
one would be more inclined to
swing right than left, for con-
servatism than against.  
“Okay, okay, we’ve seen the
abortion, cloning, and civil-
union cards pulled,” you may
say, but at the heart of all this
would be mere ethics. Being a
Republican is more ethical than
being a Democrat (not saying
there aren’t ethical Democrats
or immoral Republicans out
there, but generally speaking
there exists a social stigma
based on the idiosyncrasies
of the two aforementioned).
This, I believe, would be fair
enough justification for finding
more Christian-Republicans
than Democrats. 
Item #2) Who told you that
Republicans love Jesus more
than Democrats do? Why do
so many Christians think it’s
okay to vote without examining
the evidence, as long as they
vote “conservatively” or “as
Jesus would”?
To answer the first question,
I’d have to say yes, it is possi-
ble that Republicans love Jesus
more than Democrats, but at
the same time the opposite can
be true. We know we love God
by our obedience (John 14:15),
and if our political stance is
contrary to a command of God
(i.e. abortion, a well-supported
right by most Democrats), then
that’s a self-explanatory truth. I
believe the question that should
have been asked rhetorically is
if Jesus loves Republicans
more than Democrats, to which
the implied “no” would have
followed. But that’s the prob-
lem with rhetoric; one could
ask the wrong question. 
As for the evidence, I think
we should take a look. America
is now the world’s leading pro-
ducer of pornographic materi-
al; abortion has seen the mas-
sacre of about 33 million chil-
dren. Violence, perversion and
homosexuality are all on the
rise and becoming more
acceptable each and every day.
I’m not aloof to the republi-
can influence here, but last
time I checked my buddy
George was doing everything
in his power to stop civil-
unions, disrupt the pornograph-
ic industry (not to mention the
sex-slave trade) and ban par-
tial-birth abortions (amen!).
And the Democrats … what
were they doing? Pushing for
the legalization of sodomy
(Lawrence v. Texas) last time
I looked.
We live in a post-modern
society and unfortunately, the
leftist political agenda has ram-
pantly influenced that cultural
sweep. There are no absolutes;
“To each his own;” “Be free
with your choices,” and a num-
ber of other phrases that basi-
cally sum up the same point:
we are somatic-induced hedo-
nists. Unfortunately the soma
we are influenced by isn’t
merely a temporary drug, but a
rampant ideology with no
morality beyond relativism. 
Can we overcome this “brave
new world” and become more
like the strong-willed John?
Absolutely, but we can’t do it
under the wing of protection
offered us by those who would
rather see sodomy laws exist than
uphold the sanctity of marriage
between a man and a woman.
Look at this spiritually; Jesus
sits at the right hand of God,
thus signifying the importance
of the right. Hence, by implica-
tion, the left is the erred path to
follow. No … I am not that silly
in my logic and reason for
being a Republican, but I do
believe throwing the “loving
Jesus” card out in terms of
political affiliation is taking an
issue out of context, and giving
it a metaphysical twist. 
I find it ironic that in an arti-
cle that stresses open-minded-
ness there is a call to use
cnn.com (which ironically is a
station known to be more “left”),
admonishment for those who
apparently support a political
agenda without knowing all the
facts (this of course presuppos-
es everyone is ignorantly going
into the election, especially if
you are a Republican) and
chastisement for those who
advocate ideas they don’t
understand (this, too, presup-
poses ignorance). Come on
now; give the TU Republicans
a little credit. In the end it all
boils down to Bush vs. Kerry;
Republican vs. Democrat; lib-
eralism vs. conservatism; right-
wing vs. left-wing? To use an
archetype that I feel speaks
strongly about our country’s
contemporary concerns (most-
ly security): You bring a hawk




While this may seem
revolutionary in the
music industry, we
wouldn’t bat an eye
at the prospect of
looking at paintings
in galleries for free
[or] reading books
in the public library
without charge.
Taylor students don’t make enough noise
Let’s have some more 
disagreements, please
revelatory last few scenes, he
explains himself and tries to
right things with his family, but
was it ever that powerful an
experience that he had to keep
it all a secret, anyway?  
I never believed that his life
was truly being changed by
the dancing, as he claimed it
was.  Maybe it was invigor-
ated by the dancing and
impacted by the new
friends, but why risk his
wife and family for a
secret like ballroom danc-
ing?  It's easier to believe
that it was all for the
secret of his fascination
with Lopez's Paulina than
the actual dancing, even
though the characters keep
insisting that there is more to
it than that.  
Remember those likeable
people doing stupid things?
The fact that they are so
likeable does make Shall We
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“Did I listen to pop music because I was miserable? Or was I miserable because I listened to pop music?”
- John Cusack
Likeable people do stupid
things sometimes.  
That is just part of life.  It is
also the defining characteristic
of Shall We Dance?, a new
movie that focuses on how
ballroom dancing can free you
from your unhappy existence.  
Director Peter Chelsom, who
gave us Serendipity, The
Mighty, and Town and Country,
may not have intended to make
his movie look like a series of
bad decisions on the part of his
main character, but that is
exactly what happens.  
John Clark, played by the
most endearing Richard Gere
I've seen in a long time, spends
his days drafting and assessing
wills in Chicago.  As he travels
home on the El each night, he
sees a sad, beautiful young
woman staring out the window
of Miss Mitzi's dance studio.
Inspired by her presence and
bored to tears by his job and
life, he decides on a whim
to enroll in weekly lessons.  
The sad beauty is Jennifer
Lopez's Paulina, but she is just
one of the people he meets
while learning how to dance,
and evidently learning how to
free his soul.  There is also
Verne (Omar Miller), a giant of
a man who is trying to get in
shape for his wedding, Miss
Mitzi (Anita Gilette), the elder-
ly alcoholic teacher, Link
(Stanley Tucci), a co-worker
who has secretly been ballroom
dancing since childhood, and
Bobbie (Lisa Ann Walter), the
loudmouthed overachiever who
spends all of her money on new
ballroom costumes.  
The last student in the class
is Chic, a closeted gay man
who claims only to be dancing





watch him in any-
thing.  If he made a
movie in which he tied,
untied, and retied his shoes for
two hours, I would watch the
whole thing.  No question.
Shall We Dance? is less than
two hours of film, but wow, it
feels so very much longer.
Over halfway through the
movie, we discover through
dialogue that these lessons
have been going on for months
- and there are three months of
the story left to go!
Frustratingly, we have to watch
John Clark stupidly try to keep
his dancing a secret from his
lovable wife Bev (Susan
Sarandon) and kids. 
Why keep the secret, John?
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As part of the Relay For Life
event last Friday, IFC brought
in two musical acts to add to
the benefit.  
The opening act, Hank
Slugworth, and his backup
band, Britney's Peers, was as
much entertainment as it was
music. Britney’s Peers,  a chil-
dren's performance trio,  quick-
ly picked up on the fact that
they were not playing for ele-
mentary age kids but rather 50
or so college students and 50
other adults who were in the
crowd.  Nonetheless, the group
had the entire crowd laughing
for the full length of their 45
minute set with their renditions
of classics like "18 Wheels On
A Big Rig" that included the
roman numeral verse that is oh-
so-hard to master.  
In addition, they sang a song
about nouns featuring an amus-
ing verse about synonyms. The
vocalist actually finished out
the set with an amazing and
unexpected tap dance routine.
But do not think that this act
was without musical values.
Accompanied by catchy base
lines, Hank Slugworth played
almost a funk style of country
guitar. 
Not only did they perform a
long guitar intro at the begin-
ning of their set, a few of their
songs featured some relatively
difficult acoustic guitar solos
BY JOE PENNINGTON
GUEST COLUMNIST
There is a serious threatlurking around campusand, as A&E editor, I
must take partial responsibility
for its prevalence. 
The threat we face is Taylor
students sinking into a "musi-
cally uninformed" status. 
This isn't a fake intimidation
to scare you into spending
your allowance cataloguing
certain Ryekjavik, Iceland-





Dance? a fun movie.  It is bet-
ter than most movies in that it
gives everybody a wealth of
unique traits, making everyone
in John's world believable as a
character.  I cared about each of
them as they headed off to a big
ballroom competition near the
end of the film.  I wanted
everyone to be happy.  
See Shall We Dance? if you
love ballroom dancing.  See it
if you can't resist Jennifer
Lopez in sequins.  See it if, like
me, you think Bobby
Cannavale should go on to be a
big star.  But if none of those
things describe you, then here
is my recommendation: rent
this one.  
Actually, no.  Go to the video
store and think about renting
this one, but then go a few titles
over and rent Baz Lurhmann's
Strictly Ballroom instead.  It
will be a much more enjoyable
evening for everyone involved.  
Answer “later” when




Two events last week inspired
me to step up the effort in elim-
inating this risk. The first
event was my discovery of
The Webshite (www.theweb-
shite.co.uk/nickelback.htm)
and their success in tactfully
exposing the formula for a
radio hit (though I musn't con-
done a rather tasteless website)
and debunking any suspicion
that Nickelback is a band. It
really wasn’t that hard. They just
let the music speak for itself.
The second event was my
decision to discontinue writ-
ing personally compromising
articles on FFH. 
With Nickelback behind us
now, I think it's time we begin lis-
tening to more redeeming music. 
Every so often, A&E will
publish an article advocating a
deeper awareness of modern
music by asking people around
campus what they're listening
to. I thought I'd start with the
Echo staff to aid me in launch-
ing this valiant effort to save
students' aesthetic sense. 
I hope you find this music
guide to be a helpful addition to
your weekly perusal of the Echo.
Coldplay - Live 2003
“Turn it on. Relax. Write
papers into the early morning
hours. Enough said.”
Anders Helquist:
Billie Holiday - Billie's Blues
“Bought the CD on sale at
Barnes and Noble because I
wanted to hear the song
‘Gloomy Sunday.’ And I like
her style.”
Egyptian Pop Music
“A friend gave me this tape
and I really liked it. It's fun to
sing along with, and I'm learn-




U2 - The Joshua Tree
“I like their style of rock and
their use of blues elements in
their songs.”
Matt Wissman:
Sun Kil Moon - 
Ghosts of the Great Highway
“It’s like Neil Young and Beck
got together and decided to write
songs about Clark Gable and
argue about boxing legends.”
Joe Darling:
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Bill Mallonee played to a crowd in the Kesler Center on October 8
during the Relay for Life event. 
photos courtesy movies.yahoo.com
Richard Gere and Jennifer Lopez learn ballroom style in Shall We
Dance? playing at Showplace 12 in Marion. 
Tim Hughes - 
Here I Am to Worship
“I really love to listen to and
sing worship music. [This CD]
can be great to sing along to,
but it's also good background
music when you're studying.”
Elizabeth Diffin:
along with goofy lyrics.  
The headlining act for the
night, though, was Bill
Mallonee of Vigilantes of
Love, a singer-songwriter from
Athens, Georgia. Mallonee, a
former history teacher, has
recorded 13 albums in the past
12 years as well as toured with
bands such as Over The Rhine,
R.E.M. and Dave Matthews
Band.  
Mallonee plays a style that is
most comparable to Bob Dylan
with long acoustic guitar and
harmonica tracks that are
sometimes accompanied by
R.E.M. style electric guitar.
However, Mallonee possesses a
style all his own.  
With emotional ballads com-
plimented by perky bass lines
and snappy drums, Mallonee's
songs capture his gains and
losses through the art of story-
telling.  Mallonee also has a
unique stage presence for his
genre of folk rock and put on
quite a good show for the Relay
For Life participants as well as
the rest of the crowd.
Senior Art Exhibits





you should consider this). 
As our own Dr. Albert
Harrison said a few weeks back
concerning classical music, "It
takes a deeper cultivation to
obtain an appreciation." He
suggested going to events pro-
moted on campus like the
Performing Artist Series and
concerts featuring Taylor artists. 
I suggest listening to some-
thing that you wouldn't ordinar-
ily. If you don't, the implica-
tions of a life lacking in the
enrichment that a diversity of
musical tastes can provide
are dangerous. I’m sure Dr.
Staff picks the music to their ears
Music recommendations from The Echo Staff
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Taylor dominates offensively in 3-2 win over
Mid-Central Conference leading St. Francis
The final score doesn’t do jus-
tice to the way Wednesday
afternoon’s game with first
place St. Francis was played. 
Taylor  (8-6-1, 3-2-1 MCC)
dominated nearly every facet of
the game, applying constant
pressure on St. Francis goalie
Brandon Ingram.
Just over seven minutes into
the game, Jake Edgerton took
control of a loose ball and
placed it perfectly into the right
side of the net. 
A few minutes later, junior
Jeff Brooke bounced a shot of
the post that would have given
Taylor a 2-0 lead.
In the 20th minute, St.
Francis’ Michael Bitler slipped
a goal past Taylor freshman
St. Francis (6-7-1, 4-1 MCC)
falls a game behind Bethel.
On Saturday, Taylor beat
Marian in a thrilling 1-0 match.
Taylor out-shot Marian 10-to-
5 but couldn’t score until the
87th minute. 
Senior back Dave Van Winkle
found Edgerton, who scored
the game-winner. 
Last week, Taylor played to a
2-2 tie with cross-country rival
Indiana Wesleyan. 
Junior forward Andy Long
scored both of Taylor’s goals,
but a penalty kick with 10 min-
utes remaining allowed IWU to
tie the game.
Taylor’s MCC hopes come
down to the final two confer-
ence games of the season,
both road contests, at Spring
Arbor tomorrow and at Bethel
next Saturday.
keeper Benj Petrolje to tie the
game at one.
The Cougars took the lead 15
minutes later when midfielder
Zach Harden found the back of
the net.
The second half, however,
was all Taylor. Senior midfield-
er Tim Howard took a shot
from 30 yards out and the ball
slid through Ingram’s hands
and into the goal to tie the
game 2-2. 
With 14 minutes to play,
Edgerton found senior forward
Matt May open and May fin-
ished it to give the Trojans the
3-2 win.
The win keeps Taylor in the
hunt for the Mid-Central
Conference title. A loss would
have given the Trojans little
chance at a first title since the
1997 season.
Junior Jeff Brooke dances through two St. Francis defenders in Wednesday’s game. Taylor beat the
previously MCC unbeaten Cougars 3-2 to keep its MCC title hopes alive.
Lady Trojans dominate Goshen and
Trinity; several players earn honors
The Taylor volleyball team
improved its record to 20-5 on
Wednesday night with a three-
game win over Marian.
On Monday, the team beat St.
Joseph’s College.
Last week, Taylor beat Trinity
Christian for the second time
this season.
The Lady Trojans won 30-25,
30-20 and 30-21, racking up 55
kills and 20 blocks.
Sophomore Linsey Taatjes led
the Lady Trojans with 15 kills,
while Christine Amony and
Erin Ling added 12 and eight
kills, respectively.
The win was the second of the
week for Taylor. The Lady
Trojans defeated conference
foe Goshen on Monday in three
games, 30-20, 30-25 and 30-18.
Amony led the way with 15
kills. Taatjes added 13 kills to
go along with five solo blocks
and two block assists.
Last week’s Mid-Central
Conference Setter of the Week,
freshman setter Maggie Henss,
recorded 36 assists, 16 digs and
five kills.
Last weekend, Taylor took
three-of-four games in the
Olivet Nazarene tournament.
In the opening game, Taylor
defeated Evangel (Mo.) 30-26,
34-32, 30-19.
Amony paced the Lady
Trojans with 14 kills, while
Taatjes had 13.
In game two, Taylor made
quick work of St. Thomas, win-
ning 30-23, 30-18 and 30-15.
Amony and Ling had 12 and
10 kills, respectively, while
Henss tallied 38 assists.
The next game paired 19th
Erin Ling and Christine Amony go for the block in Wednesday night’s win over Trinity Christian. Taylor




After starting the season 7-2-2,
the Taylor women’s soccer
team has cooled off a bit, drop-
ping its past four games and
falling from first to third in the
Mid-Central Conference stand-
ings with one game left to play. 
“It’s been an interesting and
challenging season so far,”
sophomore forward Malia
Gilmer said. “It has definitely
been a team-building year. We
have really had to rely on our
fellow teammates.”
On Tuesday, the team fell to
cross-county rival Indiana
Wesleyan 1-0 in overtime.
IWU’s Britney Curfman
scored the game-winner four
minutes into the first overtime.
Taylor keeper Emily Wallace
had a great game in goal, post-
ing 11 saves.
Despite the disappointing end
to the season, however, all isn’t
lost, said Gilmer.
“Even after losing these past
four games, we’re not going to
stop trying,” she said. “We still
haven’t even come close to
playing ‘our game’ and we are
working hard to play at our top
level in these next few games
and get some more wins.”
ranked Taylor with 18th ranked
Walsh University, and Taylor
pulled out a hard-fought win,
24-30, 30-26, 30-21, 23-30
and 15-12.
Henss had 51 assists and
Taatjes pounded out 18 kills.
Amony added 13 kills and
Rachel Malinsky 11.
In the final game of the tour-
nament, Taylor ran into fourth
ranked Lee (Tenn.) University.
Lee was too much for the Lady
intensity improves with every
game,” Taatjes said of the
team’s play so far. “We’ve
played a lot of good competi-
tion which will definiately bet-
ter prepare us for the upcoming
tournaments.”
This weekend the team hosts
a pair of games with St. Xavier
and Tiffin. 
On Tuesday, Taylor hosts St.
Francis for a key conference
battle at 7:30 p.m.
Trojans, winning 30-21, 30-17
and 31-29.
Both Henss and Amony were
named to the All-Tournament
Team. Henss tallied 167 assists
in the four games, while
Amony had 51 kills.
Ling was named MCC Player
of the Week last week and
Taatjes earned the honor this
week. Amony held the honor
two weeks ago.
“Our team chemistry and
Senior Gina Haglund takes a free kick in Tuesday’s game against
Indiana Wesleyan. The Lady Trojans have dropped four straight.
Trojan football crushed
by 2-4 Urbana University
In perhaps its poorest outing of
the season, Taylor was man-
handled by Urbana (Ohio)
University last Saturday. 
The Blue Knights out-gained
the Trojans 503 to 112 en route
to a 45-0 blowout.
Urbana scored early and often,
using the ground game to pick
up 324 yards.
The first score came two min-
utes into the game, a five-play,
69-yard drive to set the tone.
On Taylor’s first possession,
quarterback Wes Krider was hit
and fumbled. Urbana recovered
and raced 23 yards for the
touchdown to take a 14-0 lead.
The Trojans went three-and-
out and Urbana drove 70 yards
for its third straight score.
In the second quarter,
Urbana’s Barry Quinn scored
from 22 yards out to take the
Blue Knights into the locker
room with a 28-0 lead.
The second half followed the
flow of the first, with Urbana
scoring on its first possession,
this time a 62-yard pass play.
After a Taylor punt, Urbana’s
Bobby Mason returned it 64
yards for the final touchdown
of the day. 
A fourth quarter field goal
brought the score to 45-0.
Joe Stamm led the defense in
tackles with 12, while Ryan
Daniels added niine and Ryan
Ott and Scott Jones eight each.
Tomorrow Taylor tavels to
Canton, Ohio to face Walsh
University (5-1, 3-0). Walsh is
first place in the Mid-States
Football Association Mideast
League. Its only loss was a 23-








The Taylor women’s lacrosse
club opened its fall season with
a 10-4 win over Ball State
University on Tuesday.
Senior Kristen Hess led the
Lady Trojans with four goals,
while sophomore Amy Reid
added three. Juniors Laura Van
Ryn and Courtney Lavendar
and sophomore Tina Fast
scored one apiece.
“We have a pretty new team
but we are working together
really well,” Hess said. “We
have already improved on our
record since last year.”
The team didn’t win a game
last year, but added leadership
will play a key role this season.
“Starting off conditioning and
running five weeks prior to this
game was really beneficial to







Both the men’s and women’s
cross-country teams continued
their solid seasons last
Saturday with second place fin-
ishes at the Indiana Wesleyan
Invitational.
Lance Vanderberg captured
his third individual win in as
many tries with a time of 25:19.
Kyle Mangum finished ninth,
Michael Short 11th, Lotery
Heath 13th and Josh Edgerton
14th. Andrew Brooks and
David Nees finished 25th and
29th, respectively.
For the women, Lolly York
led the way with a fourth place
finish. Christy Conrad finished
18th, Elise Knapp 19th, Kari
Olsen 23rd, Caitlin Peters 27th,
Carolyn Betteridge 32nd and
Erin Kinzer 34th for the Lady
Trojans.
Fall sports MCC standings
(as of Oct. 14)
Men’s soccer
Bethel 10-1 5-0
St. Francis 6-7 4-1






IN Wesleyan 4-7 0-5-1
Women’s soccer
IN Wesleyan 7-3-2 4-0-1
Spring Arbor 9-1-3 3-0-2
Taylor 7-6-2 4-2-1























St. Francis 1-6 1-5










Ohio Dominican 0-5 0-3
Volleyball
Taylor 20-5 5-0
IN Wesleyan 20-7 4-1






Spring Arbor 6-15 0-6
Fast start to season yields four
straight losses with one to play
Chemistry and intensity building each game as Lady Trojans drive
toward first Mid-Central Conference title in three years
Lack of offense, turnovers send
Trojans to fifth straight defeat
